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"I do not propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily a Chanticleer in the n10ming tanding on hi r
if only to wake my neighbors up."
--Henry David Thoreau

Loca
By PALMER C. GUELL
KTO Pledge Educator

As of six o'clock, ov. 26, the local
chapter of Kappa Tau Omega, a social fraternity at Coa tal, is now a colony and future
chapter of Sigma u, an internationally renowned fraternity. For the brother ofKTO,
this is welcomed news. Over the past year,
colonization wa the main goal and the
highest hope of every brother involved in

KTO.
Kappa Tau
Omega was
founded "by
twelve men in
the fall of
1990.
The
membership
ince then has grown to nearly forty, with
members involved with Coastal's Campu

The USC Chamber Orchestra, under the direction of
Donald Ponnoy, will perform as part of the Wheelwright
Passport in Wheelwright Auditoriwn at USC Coastal Carolina
College Tue day, Dec. 3 at 7:30 p.m. The performance is
open to the public. Tickets are $8 and $6 for students.
Founded in fall 1986, the USC Chamber Orche Lra
provides concerts for the university and the community, but
functions as a training ground for future professional mu. icians. The orchestra is primarily composed of USC undergraduate and graduate students.
According to Portnoy, it is his aim to provide as much
variety in the orchestra's repertoire as possible in order to
give the young musicians an edge as they graduate and
pursue professional careers at universities and with symphony
orchestras across the nation. At Coastal, the USC Chamber
Orchestra will perform the works of Handel, Husa and
Mozart.
Portnoy is currently in his fourth season as director of the
orchestra. He holds the Ira McKissick Koger Endowed Chair
for Fine Arts at USC. where he serves as artistic adviser for
the Koger Center for the Arts. Aprofe sorofmusic,Portnoy
teaches conducting and violin and is music director 0 the
University Symphony and Chamber Orchestra. He also is
conductor of the Augusta Symphony.
He was music director and conductor of the Pittsburgh
Opera Theater and the Pittsburgh Civic .)ymphony, the West
Virginia Symphoneue, and the United Slates Chamber Or- .
chestra. Pormoy also is an internationally recognized concert violinist and founder of the American Arts Trio.
A graduate of the J ulliard School of Music, Catholic

Programming nion, Inter-Gree . Co un i
Student Government A ociation, and numerou other club and organization on
ampu . The group 0 men a a 'hole ere
ell-rounded, and the only go not yet
chleved
nauonal tatu. Prc id nt of
'TO, Mar
g
thin
a a result of the amval of Sigma u.
'Si rna u fraternity i on of the top
four fraternities in the country" Said Si 'c .

University of America, Portnoy earned a doctorate in music
from the Peabody Conservatory.
Ticket reservations are accepted in the heel wright
Box Office and may be charged to MasterCard 0 VISA.
Groups of 20 or more purchasing single tickets are offered
special savings. For more information, call 349-2502.
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"Government is a contrivance of human
wisdom to provide for human'wants."
-Burke

What? No Scandal? / Jonathan Shanks, SGA Vice Rresident
Are you serious? And this article is
about our own Student Government Association? Yes, believe it or not, we have
made it through our frrst semester and the
bottom has not fallen out...yet. What I'm
talking about is called the Student Government Association.
It seems that the past SGA administrations have some minor difficulties. Nine
months ago when I filled out the form to
validate myself to run for the vice presidency of the SGA, the girl who gave me the
paper work to fill out looked at me as if! had

Jonathan Shanks
SGA Vice President
rocks in my head (maybe not too far from the
truth, but who will throw the first stone?).
She gave me the impression that the next
question she would ask, granted she was
given the liberty to speak freely, would have
been, "Why on earth are you doing this to

SGA holds 'power weekend'
to share ideas, values with
USC system schools

yourself? And even worse, you're doing it
on your own free will?"
Now this is my own opinion and it may
not be worth those stones that may be thrown
at me in some future time yet to come, but
the SG A's reputation is improving. We have
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•••
served in the Student Center
••
during the week of fmal exams

FREE COFFEE AND DONUTS
from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.

'By JONATHAN SHANKS
SGA Vice President

On Nov. 15 through 17, Coastal's
Student GovemmentExecutive Staffhosted
thefirstsystem-wideSGAExecutiveRetreat
at Kingston Plantation at the Radison Resort
In attendance was at least one executive
staff member from each branch of the USC
system except for Lancaster
Our purpose was to gain a focus
and insight on the real problems existing in
the system. We"conducted brain storming
sessions and tried to see how other schools
were dealing with similar problems as ours.
Something very strange occurred
to all of us in the course of the weekend. We
found out that a lot of our problems here at
Coastal are extremely similar to those existing throughout the USC system. All the
system campuses except Columbia had
practically identical problems to those of
Coastal. We all exchanged information on
how we were dealing wi th these issues facing
each of our own individual campuses and
gained some vital insight.
In my opinion, the best summary
of this event was best summarized in a
follow-up letter by the vice president of the
USC Beaufort SGA, Miss Becki Donovan:
"We learned quite a bit about the
USC system as a whole as well as the individual campuses. We are sure that everyone

accomplished quite a bit this semester and I
personally have had a blast. I am looking
forward to a breather over the holidays but
hopefully this spring we will be able to
continually improve the SGA's standards
and efficiency.
Oh yea, I almost forgot, the SGA executive staff wishes the best to Coastal's
students and faculty over the nearing holidays and are looking forward to a great
spring semester. FroAl Paula, Andy. Trevor,
and myself, have a great Christmas and a
happy new year.

"We learned quite
a bit about the
USC system as a
whole as well as
the individual
campuses.
II

--8ecki Donovan
agrees with us when we say that it is great to
know that we are not tackling problems
alone. It is our impression that the executi ves
in the USC system have roughly the same
values in life. Your "Power Weekend"
brought together a group of indi viduals who
came to Coastal as strangers, but who left as
friends. We are no longer the system campuses; we are the system!"
Even though Coastal may be leaving the USC system, this was a fabulous
experience. For anyone who is interested in
more information about this weekend, please
feel free to stop by the SGA office. Also, a
very special "thank you" to Mr. Brian
Hutchenson and the Radison Resort, for
without their support this event would never
have been possible.

The Student Government Association
of Coastal Carolina College would like to thank the

Radison Resort
for their support and willingness to work with
the USC system school students

•
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Compliments of the Student Government Association
and Student Affairs
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"Travel teaches toleration.
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-Disraeli

Around the nation ...

Coastal's headline ne

Free Condoms given away in
student newspaper

of Coast l

Coa ta

PENSACOLA, Fla. (CPS) -- Students
who picked up a copy of the student
newspaper at Pensacola Junior College
on Nov. 6 found a suprprise attached--a
free condom.
The condoms went with a
pacKage of stories and editorials about
AIDS, sexually transmitted diseases and
unwanted pregnancy.
Student government leaders
criticized the paper, The Corsair, for the
move and called it a publicity stunt.

USC Coastal Carolina College profe sor Fred W. Hick i one of 14 educato
from the nation selected to participate in a
seminar," orthern Ireland: [mage of a
Divided Society. The minar lasted until
ov. 30 at the University of Ulster in orthem Ireland.
Presentations were made during the
seminar by educational, political, governmental, and church leaders as well as by
journalists. The seminar focused on conflict
resolutions.
The. trip was part of a three-year
t

Lottery system does not work
JACKO SVILLE, Fla. (CPS) -- Three
University of Nonh Florida professors
Rave written a book that says state lotteries aren't what they're cracked up to be.
In "The Economic Consequences of State Lotteries," Mary Borg,
Paul Mason and Stephen Shapiro write
that lottery systems iphon funds from
other revenue sources.
The book concludes that for
every dollar a state earns from the lottery,
it loses 23 cents in sales or excise tax on
items players would have bought if they
weren't spending the money on a lottery
ticket.

%eME

I Public Relation

$225,000 federaUy funded project. Th
$75,000 per year grant from th fed ral
government i appr ximatel 45 percent of
the total proj t co t· Co tal contribute
approximately 34
per year in co tsharing moni to th proj 1.
A profe orofhi t ry at Coa tal Hi .
i a con ultant to th Ind pendent Sci n
and Technology College in Ath n ,Gre e.
The I.S.T. Colle e a pri at in 'tuti n p tterned on the Briti h unive ilY mod I
cialize in informati n lence, u in
management, economi sand Europcan-in-

Trip to Europe planned for education in ad
Adverting profes ionals are invited to
participate in an exchange trip to Eastern
Europe July 28 to Aug 7.
Participants will vi it adverti in
agencies. electronic and print producers
and entrepreneur in Prague, Budape t and
Munich. In addition. the trip itinerary includes opportunitie for ightseeing.
Cost of the trip is 2995 per person,

,

double occupancy and include round trip
international airfare from Dulles Airport in
ashington, D.C. n Luflhan Airlin •
lodging, mo t meal ,the exchange program
cheduled ightseeing, and transportau n
within each country.
The arrangemen of th trip are bcin
handled by U.S. Exchange. 1 ]00
Avenue Gro Pointe,Mich.4 224,1

Assistance offered to help a ults

at In{etSquare

Straight Talk About Ad It Enrollment,
program to assi t adults who need information
about college enrollment, will be held onday,
ov. 25 at 7 p.m. in the Little Theater of the
Graduate and Continuin J Edu tion Buildin
at USC Coastal Carolina College. The program
is free and open to the pu Ii .
COCOCOCQ

Coastal Carolina College student
receive 15 % off with college ID

sweaters, rugbys, warmups,
leather jackets, and more
Inlet Square Mall
17 s. Bypass in Murells Inlet

"We want to be y ur men's tore."

Jazz Combo of Coastal to perform in Sf den Ce er
The Coastal Jazz Combo of USC C tal
Carolina College wJlI perform Friday. Deo. 6 at
] 2:30 p.m. in the overflow area 0 th Stud nl
Center. The performance i free and open to th
public.
Under the direction of Co Lal mu i professorWilliam Hamilton the ven-piecegroup
con ists of students, faculty and community
members.

e ten ion 2
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Attack on Pearl Horbor

0

e topiC of ceremony

USC Coastal Carolina College will hold
special ceremony Saturday, Dc .7 atlOa.m. 'n
heel wright Auditorium to mar the 50th anniversaryoftheauac onPearlHarbor. Speakers
and film footage of the Pearl Harbor bombing

e
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"For the female of the species is more
deadly than the male.
II

-Kipling

Auditions set for theatrical production
Submitted by Public Relations

Dead begins rehearsals Monday,

Auditions for the Coastal Carolina
College production of Tom Stoppard's

Jan. 13 and will be performed as part of the
1991-1992 Wheelwright Passport programming Friday ,Feb. 21; Saturday, Feb. 22; and
Sunday, Feb. 23. All performances will be
held in Wheelwright Auditorium.
The comedy requires 12 to 14 men of
various ages including one 15 to 17 year old
boy.
For more information about the play or
auditions, contact Charles Whetzel at 3492416.

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead
will be held Wednesday, Dec. 4 at 7 p.m. in
Wheelwright Auditorium. Auditions are
open to the public.
According to director Charles Whetzel,
"the play is full of wit and wisdom; ajoyful
combination of broad comedy and existential philosophy:'

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are

Advice

Counseling can help you deal with exam stress
Submitted by Counseling Services

Exam period and the approaching
holidays are classic occasions when that
"stressed out" feeling may overcome you.
The recent deaths and incidences of violence
in the community have also contributed
negatively to the general atmosphere on

Coastal's campus. Self-help during this period includes being more compassionate
towards oneself and others and asking for
help when you need it. We're available!
Call extension 2305 for an appointment
We'd like to help. Happy holidays and best
of luck on your exams from Coastal's Counseling Services.

"The Look Everyone Loves"
Hwy. 544 Myrtle Ridge Shopping Center
(next to Food Lion) 347-HAIR

"Coastal Day"
Every Monday
$2.00 off haircut

Pageantry and pomp
coming to Coastal
Presenting the Second Annual Madrigal Dinner
By SARAH LOUDIN
Assistant Editor

The Coastal Carolina Concert
Choir and The Upstage Company
of Coastal will hold the annual
Madrigal Yuletide Feast on Thursday, Dec. 5; Friday,~. 6; and
Saturday, Dec. 7. Each of the three
dinners will begin at 7 p.m. in the
Graduate and Continuing Education Building, Room 003. Tickets
are $25 and include a special meal prepared by
Carolina Catering Network.
Each evening will feature singing and music
with the Concert Choir who will be dressed in period
costumes.
In addition to the singing will be a performance
by The Upstage Company of authentic Renaissance
dancing. The dancers will be attired in period costumes
as well; ladies in long gowns, gentlemen in tights and
tunics. The Upstage Company will also be performing
a madrigal play, "St. George and the Dragon." The
play is filled with dragons, knights, giants, and humour.
Tickets can be reserved by calling the Wheelwright Box Office, daily, from 12 to 5 p.m., at 3492502. VISA and MasterCard are accepted.
For more information, call Carolyn Cox at 4481481,347-3161 or
546-0234, extension 2513.

Madrigal" Yuletide Feast
December 5 6 & 7
1

1

Classified advertising
Exchange Programs - Take your break in
Great Britian! Exchange vacations arranged
between students in England and America.
Discount air fare available. Contact STUDENTS ABROAD, LTD., P.O. Box 944,
Orangeville, CA 95662. Tel: (800) 4288538 Fax: (916) 635-1165.
Term papers professionally typed - $2/page,
spell check, computer saved. call Sunny at
293-2039.
."
P.E. Center will be closed Nov. 28 - Dec. 1
Campus Food Services will be closed Nov.
28-30.

Attention Skiers - Ski trip during Christmas break. Where: Stowe, Vermont When:
January 5-10. Open to all who want to go
College Week. Lots of activites,lots of fun!
Call Kari Rangel at 293-2176.
IAISI $500••• $1000 ••• $1 soo

FOOLPROOF
FUNDIAISING
For your fraternity sorority. team or
other campus organization.
Absolutely no investment required!
ACT NOW POI l1li CIWICI TO . . A
CIUIII a. fAMOUS PlllUI

~

CALL 1-800-950-8472. ext. 50
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"Society prepares the crime; the criminal
commits it.
-Buckle

c
... Crime is no joke ....
The following is a list
of criminal incidents on
Coastal's campus reported in the month of
October of 1991.

Crime tip:

• 21 Oct: Traffic accident on College Road. Uniform traffic citation written for changing lanes unlawfully.
• 22 Oct:

nlawful u e of a telephone under in-

vestigation.
• 25 Oct: Theft of a traffic sign under in estigation.
• 29 Oct.: Hit and run traffic citation written for
leaving the scene of an accident with fine set at

• • 3 Oct.: Arrest made for unlawful u e of a telephone.
• 13 Oct.: Attempted suicide taken to Conway
Hospital Emergency Room.
•

15 Oct.:

Uniform traffic citation written for

violation of vehicle inspection law.

Unlawful use of a telephone under investigation.
• 31 Oct.: Theft of an unsecured bicycle from the
.Residence Hall area. One incident of breaking into a
vehicle in a parlcing lot One then of a licen

plate in a

patkinglot Oneincidentofmaliciou injury to per onal
property under investigation .

.9Ifl'1T/J{tTI09{
SlJ(Jl£'RS

$6
5

Winter 6real(s/(j trip!!
ero: Stowe, o/er1tWnt
Wfien: Leave January 4 and
return January 12

:Jor more infonnation caU ?Can 'l{pngef at

293-2176

8.

4
3

.~---~

$2 ......~--a.......'-&&I. . . .

$1

~----------~~

0,0 1 23456 7

The Colleg
Police Departmen ould
like 0 remind the "colI e
community" that remo al 0
STOP ign i no a "pran '
but can cau e injur or death.

December 2. 1991
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liThe rule of my life is to make business a
pleasure, and pleasure my business ..·
-Aaron Burr

KDP inducts new members

PAD Members:
Your $10 dues are needed! Our meetings are Tuesdays
at 2:30 in the Student Center, room 205. If unable to
attend, contact Ashley Godwin, Sabrina Todd, Jimmy
Bell. or Renee Michau.
Let's get a good start on the spring semester!

BAUTOMATIC
T L ER MACHINE
IS HE E.
Located in the Bookstore
Hallway
Open 24 Hours a day
Honor, Relay, and Plus cards accepted.

On Oct. 15, Rho Chi Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi initiated 32 new members into the Education Honor
Society. The new members are: Franklin Allen, Roslyn Bates, Stacey Boyd, Gina Campbell, Lisa Coward,
Randy Coulter, Johnnie Cowan, Lisa Cribb. Devin Gordon, Patricia Grant, Jeffrey Gregory. Carol He ler,
Anna Hollis, Lora Hyatt, Shannon Jackson, Karen Johnson, Andrea McCormick, Susan McElven, 1ichell
McKinley, Joleigh Orlon, Faye Par ons, Pamela Perritt, Ruby Price, Harriet Rogers. Carolyn Sander • Sharon
Steele. Marion Touzel Laney Walsh, Rebecca Ward,Erika Watson . Reaffirming vows were Dr. Sally Hare,
Mrs. Betty Squalriglia, Dr. Robert Squatriglia. The society enj0)'Cd a speech given by Dr. Stephen . agleQn
excellence in education. A reception followed.

Become a student of the world
Spend a year or semeste.r abroad for. about the same cost as sta~ng at h~me. Over 100
sites In Africa, ASia, AustralIa Canada, Europe and Latin Amenca offer
undergraduate and graduate programs in fields such as architecture, communication~,
engineering, fine arts, the humanities, international business, law, languages,
and natural and social sciences
Through the International Student Exchange Program you are directly enrolled in a
foreign institution and receive academic credit toward your degree program at home.
You are totally immersed in a new culture and language, not in an isolated study
program for U.S. students taught by u.s. professor.
Join the more that 5,400 ISEP students who have made the world their university.
For more information, contact your ISEP coordinator today!

Come see Coasta{s Vecember gracfuates officia{fy say
"farewe{{"
to their a{ma mater at
tfie

December Convocation

Geoff Parsons
International Student/Study Abroad Advisor
International Programs Portable
Extension 2054

ISEP 1242 35th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20057, tel.: (202) 687-6956

December 13
at 7:00 p.m. in
Wheelwright.

Campus Program · g
present t e

Friday, Decembe 6t
at
The-Sea Mi teo
(Upstair Ballroo
8:30 p.m. to 11:00 .
a Semi-Forma occa ·

Starring "Big Dog" a

e

e

November 19, 1991
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"Be true to your own highest convictions.
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-William Ellery Channing

ICoastatConcert-Connectionl
( December 1991

)
Sunday

1
Jealous Sky Rick's Cafe;
Hearts & Bones
Smid-Dre's; Joan Jett
Flaming Mug

2
Mighty, Mighty Rack of
Spam Rick's Cafe; Jazz
Misfits Corbin's; TKO
2001

Home Grown Band
Rick's Cafe; Hearts &
Bones Smid-Dre's; The
Entertainers 2001; Joan
Jett lllusions

3
Forgotten Hipsters
Smid-Dre's; Jealous Sky
Rick's Cafe; Jazz Misfits
Corbin's

Mighty, Mighty Rack of The Spots Smid-Dre's;
Spam Rick's Cafe; Jazz
Jealous Sky Rick's Cafe;
Jazz Misfits Corbin's
Misfits Corbin's; TKO
2001

16
Mighty, Mighty Rack or
Spam Rick's Cafe; Jazz
Misfits Corbin's; TKO
2001

Jesse Holcomb Rick's
Cafe; Lisa Hudson The
Sandy Monkey; The
Kldds 2001; Marshall
Tucker Band The
Showcase

5

6

7

8

Junior Smid-Dre's; The
Platters 2001; Home
Grown Band Rick's Cafe;
Kik Tracee Purple Gator

Ozzy Osborne with
Infectious Grooves Grady
Cole Center; The Spots
Smid-Dre's; The Nads
Rick's Cafe; Vogu~ 2001;
The Outlaws I11USlODS

11

12

The Kinetics Smid-Dre's;
Terry Hogan The Sandy
Monkey; Vogue 2001;
The Violets Magic Bus;
Little Feat Boathouse;
Danger Danger and
Dillinger Purple Gator 13

Terry Hogan The Sandy
Monkey; Jesse Holcomb
Rick's; Vogue 2001;
Lonesome Dave's Foghat
Cadillacks; Garth Brooks
Charlotte Coliseum; DVS
Wicked Ways Magic Bus;
Marc Cohn Showcase 14

15

Pacific Fleet Smid-Dre's;
The Maxx 2001; Rick
Bouley The Sandy
Monkey

The Man 2001; Rick
Bouley The Sandy
Monkey; Jesse Holcomb
Rick's Cafe; Lonesome
Dave'S Foghat Beaty's
Music Garden

Home Grown Band
Rick's Cafe; The Spots
Smid-Dre's; The
CataUnas 2001

17
Jealous Sky Rick's Cafe;
Jazz Misfits Corbin's

See Spot Run Smid-Dre's;
Lisa Hudson The Sandy
Monkey; The Kidds 2001;
Nobody's Business Rick's
Cafe; Joan Jett The
Showcase

4

10

9

The Nads Rick's Cafe;
Russell & Hamilton
Smid-Dre's; The Kidds
2001; Uncle Wonderful
Magic Bus

Pacific FleetSmid-Dre's;
The 1 ads Rick's Cafe;
The Maxx 200 1

18
MI~ ~

Home Grown Band
Rick's Cafe

20

19
The Nads Rick's Cafe;
Hearts & Bones
Smid-Dre's

21

The Kinetics Smid-Dre's; Jesse Holcomb Rick's
Allman Brothers Macon
Rick Bouley The Sandy
Cafe; Rick Bouley The
Auditorium
Monkey
Sandy Monkey; Skid Row
Asheville Civic Center

23
Mighty, Mighty Rack or
Spam Rick's Cafe; Jazz
Misfits Corbin's; TKO
2001; Allman Brothers
Macon Auditorium

30

Jealous Sky Rick's Cafe;
Spot Run Smid-Dre's; Allm
Brothers Macon Auditorium

Jan uary

J.l.. Rod Stewart urec~nsborol .}If
Coliseum

Coastal Carolina Concert Connection / Compiled by Susanne Viscarra

Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and 'Colleges
Patricia Anseaume
Robert Cloud
Steve Fabrizio
Devin Gordon
Patricia Grant
Sachin Gupta
Miriam Haney
Justin Hirtzel
Deborah Howard

Shannon Jackson
Timothy Jones
Cynthia Lewis
Jennifer Miles
Virginia Murphy
Ronald Ohrel
Christine O'Rourke
Pamela Perritt
Ruby Price

22

Nicolle Rutherford
David Schulz
Kerry Schwanz
Jonathan Shanks
Rita Slavich
Todd Underwood
Susanne Viscarra
Erika Watson
Donna Whitesides

-CLA
G
1706 S. Kings

.

5221 N. Kings

.

-~

-----

New Management.

509

1223 16th Ave.

We are now offering custom-fit
leases ... You nalne the tenns.
Apartments·are fully furnished including
desk, washer & dryer, and all appliances.

$

Order any Izza f om Daml 0

OFF!

Pizza and get $1 00 of
coupon.

WI

h this

One coupon per pizza 0 v lid WI
any other coupo or off Good
part.c.patl
slo~
onl

SHARE A BEDROOM & BATH
$160 per month

-or-

HAVE YOUR OWN BEDROOM A D DATil
$259 per month

THE

Luxuriou Ocean Fron
Furnished 1 & 2 bedroom units from 4OO/month
6 Pool, (2 indoor), 6 Tennis Court
Jacuzzis, Saunas, etc.

c

ALL UTILITIES I CL OED
Highway 544 flne-half mile west of Coastal's Campus
Telephone: 347-3393
Office open Monday through Friday, 9 to 5.

OFFROAD BIKE PATH TO CAMPUS

238-1559
(out of state 1-800-845-0529

Page 10

Around the nation ...

~grettabfy,

aue to printing compfications, Ylrcfiarios wirr
not be fiere untie after e~ms.
%e reception wire be fie{a in January.

Weight-loss company fined
for allegations of deception
WASHINGTON (CPS) -- The Federal Trade Commission has fined a weight-loss company and a skin cream
company because of false claims about their products.
On Oct. 30 the FfC fined Nu-Day Enterprises, Inc.,
makers of the Nu-Day Diet Program, $30,000 for two
false claims.
.
Nu-Day Diet had falsely advenised that its company
completed 100,000 clinic trials of the product and falsely
claimed that the diet plan alters metabolism so that weight
will not be regained after completion of the meal substitution program.
In the skin cream case, the FfC fined S1. Ives
Laboratories. Inc. for deceptively labeling and marketing
irs Retinj! A skin cream as having the same effect as
Retina-A, a prescription anti-acne medication that reduces wrinkles.
•
The FTC saId St. Ives has agreed to stop marketing
the product with its decepti:ve labels and will pay a
$100,000 fine.

BRUCE LEE
CHUCK NORRIS
STEVEN SEGAL
JEAN-CLAUDE VAN

DAMME
AND
•
Whose name is missing from this list of
karate masters?

It could be yours !!

You have been telling yourself that you
· want to take karate.

.CRE
FACTORY

STORE

Outlet Park at Waccamaw

Mall #3, Myrtle Bach (803) 236-8739

WHY WAIT? DO IT NOW!
Join the

KARATE CLUB
at Coastal
call ext. 2832 for more info

December 3, 1991
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QAny fool can tell the truth, but it requires a
man of some sense to know how to lie well."
-Samuel Butler

lodge protest

wareness,
1School

of Business and planted trees instead. Aim
was taken at the new building due to its
proximity to Coastal's very own pond.
TRW ART feared that the new building
ould cause the pond where a rusted DeSoto
as discovered last year to become polluted.
When business students protested the
destruction and asked where they would be

holding classes, Rainbow Freedom, the
leader of THWART replied "You can build
tree houses from natural materials like mud
and grass. Trust me, you'll feel much freer
learning about business practices if you are
urrounded by nature and know that the
pond is safe."
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prlnreo on recycled paper.
(They've been lying this whole time)
paid for by TRW ART who forced The Chanticleer print thi
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e sell pitchers of Long Island
ea for $4 .95, so you won't notice .
ust be 18 or, at the very least, able to
convince a blind pedophile that you are ...

fJ'lie cooCest pCace to takg a aate
ana act Cikg you're copuCating in
pUblic witli your cCotlies on!
Monday-s - College Night, free beer if you can prove that you
should really be studying for a test.
Thursdays - Ladies Night and wet t-shirt contest
Fax a photo of your breasts to 555-TITS
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Campus flooding to be compensated
The author drownded before
we could get his name
Every time it rains at Coastal, the campus floods. The sidewalks become like that
mythical land bridge between Siberia and
Alaska. The problem has been getting worse
in recent months. The flooding has gotten
bad enough that the moon has begun to
effect tides in the lakes that fonn.
At the donns, a small bridge was built to
keep ,residents feet dry. Unfortunately it is
just that, a small bridge. Waves are beginning to wash over the bridge, oCcaisonaly
drowning students.
While those students who surf are qute
happy with the flooding, many other students find it somewhat annoying. They
have demanded that a bigger bridge be built
Coastal has responded with the bridge
pic~ures. ,It is slightly larger and sturdier,
able to weather the pounding waves.
Students are largely satisfied with this
solution, although one or two (who wish
their names to be anonymous) have wondered aloud about drainage.
Students only complaint with the new
bridge is,that shark fishing is prohibited and
the school is not resonsible for those who
walk on the bridge barefoot.

Students at Harvard came, en masse, to
the conclusion that they were working entirely too hard for a degree that they could
get anywhere. The entire student body, once
again en masse, left Harvard and transferred
to a local technical school.
Students came to the conclusion that if
no one had a degree from Harvard, then
employers could not discriminate on the
basis of education.
Harvard students not only are having an
easier time obtaining an education, but have
also made the Guiness Book of World
Records as the largest group ever to share
the same flawed logic. This, of course, was
their original goal.

Wyoming missing

Ribbon Cutting Ceremony
December 18, 1991
Bring your scissors and practice
for all those Christmas packages
you'll be wrapping.

Cal

WIRE
Harvard students
transfer to local
technical school

The bridge at the Coastal dormswill hopefully stand up against the flooding
that has become so prevalent.

eria Mel1tl

Decem.ber 3 • December :14
'Iuesda)J' · lilier sauteed in blaad
\\ednesda} · Sushi
'Ihursda)J · Pickled Pigs Feet
Frida} · Grits
Saturda} · <;aleteria Clased, Pig
Pickin' in Irallt al Student Center
Manda)' · Ralldam Fried Sealaad
'Iuesda} · Chitlins
\\edllesda} · :Bailed Okra
'Ihursda} · Fried Opassum
Friday · Callard Greens

Officials were recently sent to Wyoming for a routine check and found it missing. All of the surrounding states are intact,
but Wyoming has simply disappeared
A study is curently being processed to
discover where Wyoming might have gone.
Researchers will also take into account the
popssibility that Wyoming never existed
and the state has been a cover-up for illegal
activity.

Preparations ·for dorm
sit-in abandoned
Students recognize own stupidity
Submitted by
someone's mother
As most students who do or have lived
in the donns are aware, donns are closed
over Christmas break. Students who live in
the dorms must make other arrangements
for a place to stay over the break. Special
arrangements can be made with the college,
but it can be something of a hassle, especiall y
for the average donn resident.
In an attempt to change the rules, students were planning a sit-in at the donns.
When it came time to move out, residents
were simply going to refuse to leave.
Students have been preparing for the
sit-in for weeks now, stocking up on dehydrated noodles and beer, I mean cola.
As the day draws near, however, resi-

dents have begun to realize that during the
regular semester, they spend a great deal of
time in their rooms consuming dehydrated
noodles and beer, I mean cola.
This realization has caused students to
realize that they want out of the donns as
much and often as possible. No resident
actually wants to be here over Christmas
break.
Soon after realizing how much they
want to leave the donns and go anywhere
else, residents gave up all plans of a sit-in.
Students who have nowhere to go over break
will live communally in a hotel room, where
they can legally drink cola, I mean beer.
Residents are now toy'ing with the idea
of a sit-out in January to protest being allowed to stay in the donns during weekends.
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tindependence?
Top dogs of Coastal
get together for a talk
,a bout ,C oastal's separaion from the University of
South Carolina. By
watching the big guys
drinking beer, belching,
yperventilating, and
assenting with a IIY:ESI",
e get to the core of the
administration's opinion.
In our continuing effort to provide our
readers with all possible information on
Coastars move toward independence. we
athered key administrators and faculty together this past Friday for an informal talk.
Those invited were: Dr. Ron Eaglin. Chancellor of Coastal; Dr. Ron Ingle, Vice
Chancellor for Academic Affairs; Dr. Sally
Homer, Vice Chancellor for Planning and
Fiscal Affairs; Dr. Bob Squauiglia, Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs; and Profesrs Roy Talbert and Eddie Dyer, faculty
representatives to me Steering Committee
for Independence of Coastal Carolina Collelre.
tudent editor, Brian McGuire, reprented me Chanticleer and acted as moderar. The group met in me Chancellor'
. The conversation is transcribed be,and The Chanticlecrhas not edited itso
ble readers can get the feel for
id.
cGuire: I realize mat you have important
things to be doing, so I'll get right to the
point. Chancellor Eaglin. I'll start with you.
hat do you mink is me most important
ue in the move toward independenoe?
Eaglin: Well, naturally, the most important
hether or not I keep my job. I
mean, what could be more important than
that? That's an easy question. I thought
you'd start wim a harder one than that.
Ingle: Ye....
Eaglin: You could have asked me about
library services or tuition increases or....
Dyer: Ron, hey Ron! Is mere any beer in
this refrigerator?
Eaglin: Beer? What do you want with a
beer? You look like you've had a few
already. It seems like you're always walking
around with those bloodshot eyes.
Dyer: So whaL I had a few at lunch

Eaglin: Well, OK. I put a six-pack in there
yesterday. Here, I'll get one for you. What
is this? I put six beers in here yesterday and
now there's only two! This happens every
time! I'm getting a breathalyzer to keep in
here for testing my interns.
Ingle: Yes!
Dyer: Thanks for the cold one. Does Mrs.
Eaglin know you keep beer in your office?
Eaglin: Bonnie? Mywife? Ha! Shedoesn't
know baby poop from apple butter.
Ingle: Yes!
Eaglin: She doesn't know her left elbow
from page eight.
Ingle: Yes!
Eaglin: Uh, you won't print that, will you,
Brian, I mean Mr. McGuire. You can chop
that out, can't you?
McGuire: Sure, sure, right.
McGuire: Let's gel back to the topic. Professor Talbert, how does the faculty feel
about leaving the USC system?
Talbert: Have you read my new book?
cGuire: No, but...
Talbert: It's a great book, if I do say so
myself. All about how the Anny spied on
average citizens. It's gelling great reviews.
It's my second book, you know? The first
one got great reviews, too! My third book-it's about Colonel Peter Horry--will be out
in a year or two. It'll get great reviews, for
ure. I can't believe it! Three books! Wow!
AndI ...
McGuire: Let's stay on track here. I asked
you about how the faculty feels about leaving
me USC system.
Talbert: You don't have to be so uppity.
Anyway, the faculty feels like I do. We want
autonomy and independence, as long as we
tay with USC.
cGuire: Isn't that a contradiction, independence and staying in the system? You
appear to be equivocating.
Talbert: Who, me? I'm not shaking. See?
Steady as a rock.
cGuire: No, I didn't say quivering. I said
equivocating.
Talbert: Equivo-- what?
McGuire: Equivocating. You know,
traddling the fence.
Talbert: I knew that! You don't need to
define words for me, Mr. Uppity! Besides,
what would you know about anyming?
You're not a history major, are you?
McGuire: No, but I don't see what that has
to do with ...
Talbert: Exactly my point! You don't understand! Ha! You should have majored in
history. Then, you could see all of the
subtleties of this issue. I can see them
perfectly well.
McGuire: I still don't see what...

Talbert: Precisely my point!
Eaglin: Eddie, quit pulling on my sleeve!
What is it?
Dyer: Can I have another beer?
Eaglin: Greai'Scott, man! What did you do,
inhale the one I just gave you?
Dyer: I'm kinda thirsty. It's hot in here.
Eaglin: All right. Go ahead and take my last
beer. As I was saying, the problem is complex. And USC President Palms has made it
more complex. He wants to riTe me! Can
you believe it? He really does want to riTe
me! I can't believe they hired him. Dyer,
couldn't the search committee fmd a better
president?
Dyer: President of what?
Eaglin: President of the university system.
Dyer: Who? Holderman?
Eaglin: What? Where have you been for the
past year? Holderman's gone. Palms is
president now. You were on the System's
search committee that hired him, for goodness sakes. I can't believe this. Are you
tenured?
Dyer: I think so. Probably.
Eaglin: Rats.... Phooey!'
Ingle: Yes!

chancellor will need a report from my office
and one from the Long Range Planning
Committee. We'll need to make tables on all
the facts and figures, which are virtually
endless and in great supply! And after those
reports--excuse me for talking so fast, but I
really get excited about these things--we'll
need to make a report to the university--oh
boy--and to the Board of Trustees--oh, my-and then the Higher Education Commission, and then the Coastal Educational
Foundation will need a report--oh, heavens
me--and, ofcourse, the Horry County Higher
Education Commission will need a report,
too! Who else can we make a report for?
Oh, yes, I forgot about the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools--we call it
SACS. Oh, heavens me, the tables--oh,
dear--the facts and figures--oh, my goodness-I ... I. ..
Eaglin: Are you OK, Sally? Cup your hands
over your face and breath into them.
Dyer: BUURRRRRRRPPPPPPPPPPPP!
Eaglin: Eddie! Don't you have somewhere
you need to be? Don't you have a class to go
to or something?
Ingle: Uh, it's Thanksgiving Friday, chief.

rmthe chancellor.

I know everything
happening here! --Ron Eaglin.

McGuire: Let's move on to the issue of
funding. Will we be better off by ...
Dyer: Say, McGuire.
McGuire: What is it?
Dyer: What have you guys at the newspaper
got against Professor Riley?
~1cGuire: \Vhat do you mean? We don't
have anything against Professor Riley.
Dyer: You guys keep writing really mean
stuff about him.
McGuire: That was last year.
Dyer: It was?
McGuire: Yes. We printed his reply. It's a
dead issue.
Dyer: Well, never mind.
McGuire: OK. Dr. Squatriglia, what's your
perspecti ve?
Squatriglia: It's a process. Brian. And we
must use the process.
McGuire: Anything else?
SquaLriglia: No.
McGuire: OK. Dr. Homer, what do you see
as the important issues here?
Homer: Oil', boy! What do I see as the
important issues? Oh, boy! Just think of all
the reports and studies we can generate from
this! I mean, the potential is tremendous.
Just think of it! Can you believe it? Reports
coming in from everywhere! First of all, the

It's a holiday. There's nobody on campus,
except us. We don't have classes today.
Eaglin: I knew that! You think I didn't know
that? I'm the chancellor. I know everything
happening here! Why are you people looking
at me like that?
Dyer: I gotta go to the can. My back teeth
are floating... If you know what I mean.
Eaglin: Fine! Good riddance!
McGuire: Can we get back to the question
of...
Eaglin: Don't you have enough for your
article already? Good. I've got a tee time in
a few minutes.
Ingle: Yes!
Talbert: And I need to call my publisher.
McGuire: OK. Thanks for your time.
Ingle: Uh, you never asked me what I think.
McGuire: OK, what do you think?
Ingle: Well, I think Chancellor Eaglin's
strategy makes good sense. Don't you think
so, Bob and Sally?
Squatriglia: Sure Ron. It's the process ....
Homer: Oh, yes!
Eaglin: I appreciate your support. It's important to me. Thanks guys.
Ingle: Yes!
McGuire: OK. I think it's a wrap.
:;
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Pleased to meet myself and other ponderings /

lEi' ~~;~I~~;~f~g?~I~

a few real-life facts, but I decided
to give you the concept and let you finish the
story via your imagination. This way, I had
room left over for other ponderings also.

back in time, namely Shirley McClain and
Helen Reddy. Shirley McClain is a famous
dancer/actress and sister to Warren Beaty.
Helen Reddy is a famous singer/activist
whose best known song says, "I am woman,
hear me roar." McClain and Reddy both
believe they have lived several past lives-they believe in reincarnation. Helen be-

IIWould they, in fqct, be masturbating
or committing incest, or both?1I
Suppose that time travel was not a fantasy, but a real choice in life. People might
say such things as, "Hey ,let's travel back in
time to the Napoleonic era in France this
weekend. New Age Travel is having a
special--SI9.97 per person, and with a coupon we get a free expert tour guide. tt Weekends would never be a boring repetition of
activities done before. Let's suppose that a
couple of colorful, famous people traveled

lieves this is her first life as a woman and that
she has spentherlife (the present one) trying
to make up for all the lower-than-dirt things
she did in previous lives as a white man.
This leaves us with an interesting
pondering ... whatifthese two ladies traveled
together back in time to meet their former
selves? Imagine Helen and Shirley meeting
their raw former selves and, despite their
personal convictions, they become help-

lessly attracted to themselves!! Suppose
carnal relations took place. A new meaning
to the phrase "Go screw yourself' would be
born. Which brings up another question:
Would they, in fact, be masturbating or
committing incest, or both? The relationship wouldn't last--not with those two constantly nitpicking at themselves.

Other ponderings ...
According to my most unscientific
survey, most women (and I suppose men)
wear underwear while they sleep (each and
every night). Everything's supposed to have
a purpose, and I can't figure this one out
Which reminds me of a curious happening a
while back: It seems that while filming Star
Wars a very serious problem occurred. The
film-makers surmised that people would not
wear underwear in space, but Princess Lea
was showing too much of herself through a
thin, white outfit as a result of trying to be

Jerald W. Murray

authentic. Imagine, a movie, where folks
moved casually around in a spaceship traveling at the speed of light, being stopped in
production so they could figure out how to
not have panties or an ttR" rating.
Why do the police speed up and down
our roads looking for speeders?
Are people from other parts of the
country so ignorant as to really believe that,
in general, Southerners are stupid? After all,
you never hear of a Southerner retiring and
moving up north, or of a business relocating
up north so they can hire unionized workers.
Why do our fellow students wear clothing promoting other schools? I believe in
truthful advertising. They should instead
wear clothing saying "Duke laughed at my
application, so here I am at Coastal!! Clemson fans are the worst, because I figure they
are in-state students. They should wear the
slogan ttl missed the bus to CUlt or I preferred Clemson, but I was too much of a
homebody to go!!"
Oh well, maybe their clothing is left
over from their former selves.

Letters to the Editor / readers respond
Condoms not
for everybody
Dear Editor,

As a concerned student here at
Coastal, I would like commend the people
who distributed the material on AIDS and
the authors of this material for having the
proper facts on AIDS and how to prevent
infection. Particularly noteworthy is the
way the information had been prepared, not
only in an impartial fashion, but worded
such that anyone could understand the

to

meaning thereof. However, despite obvious
attempts to cover all bases, two groups were
definitely left out in the cold. First, brownnosers, who keep their nose stuck up the
buttocks (Hershey highways) of influential
people. Is there a condom for their noses
(snouts)? If so, will they be able to breathe?
Second, and politically more important,
lesbians. There are rio condoms for vaginas
(snatches) or for tongues (the movable
muscle in the mouth); the condom for the
tongue (the movable muscle in the mouth)
would need to protect the entire mouth area
as well. Suffocation through accidentally
swallowing a device of the latter type is a
definite consideration. I believe that atten-

tion should focus on a vaginal (snatch) device to protect lesbians. A home kit allowing
custom fit for depth and size could be made
available. The material for construction
would by necessity have to be somewhat
more rigid than a condom so as to retain
shape. This could be supplanted by a holdin-place model, which of course would allow greater feeling, but be more prone to
mislicks (mistakes). Either way, this is a
problem that needs to be licked (tongued)
right away.

Editor's note: this space was reserved for another letter, but it
was too vulgar. Penthouse magazin!!, however, has agreed to
publish it. Look for the letter in
the May issue of Penthouse.

Sincerely,
Jerald Murray

Earth Day is not every day.
When'will you understand that? It's one day on the calendar. Columbus
Day. isn't every day, so why should Earth Day? If every day were
Columbus.Day, then we would never get mail and our money would be
locked in a bank that would never open again.
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Abstract Humour (It's funny trust us).
I

If you"re a USC
wanna-be, don't
read this.

,

'"

that a mere
uthol' could
predict the future. The truth is he was padding his pocket
ith a bunch of fools' money. (l don't know who got the
profits of the book that I bought in 1984. By the way-I was forced by my fascist literature teacher to buy the
--I really don't believe a word of it.)
But in :t hisera.literarycriticsshould be raving about
ingleton's J99J. Why? Because it predicted the future
letter-perfectly. He even predicted that a promiscuous
brunette from North Myrtle Beach would be a notorious
That's right. Vanna White (she dyed her
--the Great Singleton could not have been

'Ihe 2Woster
Sorry, no one is willing to take credit.
L,o oik and see who's responsible for the
other end of the paper. Those peopl~
are most likely to blame.

The editorial policy for The Rooster is strict and
clearly defined. Don't worry, we have it written
down somewhere.
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"I do not propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as lustily as Chanticleer in the morning, standing on his roost,
if only to wake my neighbors up."
--Henry David Thoreau
I

Professors cancel finals week
ByTAMMV

.App~ent1y

professors have heard
enough of students whining about having to
take finals. In a coup that exceeds even the
attempted overthrow of the USSR, profesors have decided that they do not want to
put up with students for an extra week.
Instead of giving final exams, students will
be graded. according to their appearance.
So that students might preapre for the
rigors of looking good for a day. professors
have provided The Rooster with some
guidelines for "A" appearances.
\Vomen:
Male professors advise exceedingly
hort skirts. Grades will be administered in
accordance with the number of inches hems
are from the floor (grades will be weighted

according to height). Cleavage will be
counted as extra credit, since some women
have been treated better by nature than others.
Female professors. on the other hand,
indicate a preference for below the knee
skirts, high necked blouses. and any item
that adds two inches or more to the hip line.
The absence of mak-up and hairspray will
be taken into consideration.
Men:
.Male professors will award an "A" to
any man who does not show up for finals.
leaving only women to be tested.
Female professors would like to see
tailored pants or tight jeans (if you choose
jeans, face the backoftheroom) and tailored
shirts open at the throat, chest hair will be
graded according to preference.

Spy ring .infiltrating classrooms
uncovered by campus police
By STRONZO BESTIALI

.

Coastal's security personnell have long
suspected that something underhanded was
happening on campus, but were unable to
pin anything down until now.
Many professors had commented on a
strange feeling of "being watched." They
felt that they were being looked over carefully by someone or something who did not
wish them well.
At first:~campus police felt that aliens
might be planning to take over Coastal. The
theory was that aliens would attend classes
where they could watch professors and
students unobserved. Once they had established the weaknesses of faculty, they would
take over their bodies and teach students
according to their alien ideals.
One campus policeman thought that the
aliens were probably disguising themselves
as students eager to learn. This theory, of
course. was quickly thrown out since there

are no eager students.
The entire theory was eventually given
up as being too "southern" to be taken
seriuosly.
A second theory was soon hit upon
when yet another diligent campus policeman uncovered the following letter sent to
every professor on this campus, and presumable all other USC campuses.
Dear
This is to inform you that your salary
for fiscal year 1991-92 is $__ . With the
poor economic situation in the nation and in
South Carolina, the General Assembly has
been unable to provide cost-of-living increases. merit raises, or bonus paYfor state
employees. regardless oft he sourceoffunds.
We hope to convince the legislature that
those increases should be an essential part
of next year's budget.
I sincereiyapvreciate the contributions
you continue to make to the University

Sincerely,
John M. Palms
The undeerlined portion gives away the
identity of the mysterious "watchers." How
could USC possibly know if professors are
making contributions to the University unless spies are watching.
Palms has proved to be his own undoing. When asked why he felt he needed
spies. Palms answered, .. All the past presidents had done something to be ashamed of,
since I'm not particularly fond of male students, I had to come up with something new.
I hope I lived up to everyone's expectations."
The reason that professors will not be
receiving any sort of raise is that the money
for those raises was spent hiring spies.
Palms has expressed a sincere desire to
do much worse in the future and wants
members of the Coastal community to know
that he is open to suggestions.

